
 

 

SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY 

Active and Micro-mobility to Achieve Low-carbon Cities 
 
 
Concept Note 
 
It turns out there’s a lot of latent demand for a quick and cheap way to get around in 
cities. For a good reason: transport sector carbon dioxide (CO2) direct emissions 
increased 29% between 2000 and 2016. Transport is the third-largest source of CO2 
emissions after the power sector and other industrial combustion.  
 
By the contrary, new mobility services or micro-mobility services appear as low-impact 
forms of transit that do not require much infrastructure and represent a form of 
transportation that is both sustainable and does not contribute to traffic congestion. 
Indeed, micro-mobility is a category of modes of transport that are provided by very 
light vehicles such as electric scooters, electric skateboards, shared bicycles and electric 
pedal assisted, bicycles. 
 
In 2017, the number of bikesharing services reached 1,765. Within a year, the number 
of global bikesharing systems grew by 33%. Electric scooters have also bloomed in many 
cities, sometimes without warning and local input. In parallel, drones and autonomous 
vehicles are getting better every day and offering new possibilities to reduce air and 
noise pollution, accidents, social inequality and climate change.  
 
Harnessing the benefits of these new mobility services does not require cutting-edge 
technology or large investments, but national transport and urban development policies 
need to evolve. Governments can’t afford to sit back and be spectators: they need to 
ensure that this mobility revolution benefits everyone.  
 
But how can cities could use the influx of these micro-mobility services to deploy a new 
governance framework bringing together all modes of travel to better match supply and 
demand, and drive efficiency systemwide?  
 
Some global organizations have opened up the way to integrate electric mobility into a 
wider concept of sustainable urban transport that achieves a 30% reduction of 
greenhouse gas emissions in urban areas by 2030. Some others are also promoting the 
integration of sustainable transport in global policies on sustainable development and 
climate change. 
 
However, the challenges are still considerable. Cities are struggling with cluttered 
sidewalks, blocked wheelchair ramps and also broken bones and bruises. But, 
meanwhile, urban freight is still representing up to 25% of urban vehicles, takes up to 
40% of motorized road space and contributes up to 40% of urban transport-related CO2 
emissions. Is the path ahead clear enough?  

https://www.reuters.com/article/autos-bcg-autonomous/12-million-driverless-cars-to-be-on-the-road-by-2035-study-idUSL1N0UN2GQ20150108
https://www.reuters.com/article/autos-bcg-autonomous/12-million-driverless-cars-to-be-on-the-road-by-2035-study-idUSL1N0UN2GQ20150108
https://www2.deloitte.com/insights/us/en/focus/future-of-mobility/micro-mobility-is-the-future-of-urban-transportation.html
http://www.uemi.net/
http://www.slocat.net/
https://phys.org/news/2018-07-electric-scooters-collision-pedestrians-lawmakers.html
https://ecomobility.org/e/


 

 

 
 
Expected outcomes 

Participants will:  

• Gain improved understanding of the existing clean modes of transport. 
• Get insights on how digital tools are improving the way we move in the city. 

• Learn about how cities are supporting the development of micro-mobility. 

• Identify key challenges and barriers cities will face in reducing traffic congestion 
and transportation emissions while making roads safer. 

• Get insights on how the collaboration between worldwide city governments, the 
private sector and the civil society can improve sustainable mobility.  
 
 

Guiding questions 
 
Main questions 
• How can we smooth the citizens’ daily commutes? 

• Are electric vehicles the only solution to make urban transportation more 
sustainable?  

• What are the main challenges to achieve car-free city centers?  

• How can micro-mobility’s safety and regulation challenges be overcome so that their 
implementation benefits everyone? 

• Can consortiums of leading cities and transport organizations lead the way to 
improve global mobility?  

• How can public-private partnerships meet the needs to develop better public 
transport?  
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